Nazi Ideology

HP Hooded Cobra 666

I just want to specify something. I received some mails from Brothers and Sisters and there is much worry on their Race and that sort of thing. HPS Maxine has explained this but I will do my best to fill in more notes.

National Socialism is not something that is only for White people or whatever. This crock of shit comes from the enemies of Humanity and people who are simply stuck in hate and want to seem badass. Hitler himself has specified how he is free from all Racial hatred towards other Races. This reveals a lot. We all know that the Gods have constructed the 3 main Races.

The enemy being the sly rats they are, they try to attack our people in any way possible that they are somehow inferior, subservient and that they will never advance or even worse than that. They use whatever works for anyone so they can stop them from spiritually advancing.

When one is reading the texts of the NS, like the Mein Kampf and other texts, it must be kept in mind that these people at this time [German Government] tried to protect our Race, the White Race as we were about to face extinction and invasion from other Races and this was guided by the jews.

There is far more to see the larger picture, but the enemy has a sly way of making Racial Pride, seem like one is seeing others as inferior. As for present day idiots, they have bought into these 'Only blonde-haired blue eyes allowed' and they follow this blindly, giving more firepower to the jews to fight everyone with and wipe us all Racially. It’s also to be noted books written back there were written in an atmosphere of the NS Nations going under a Racial attack, so for those who could not see far back like the Leaders of the NS, the ones responsible were the Intruders.

What most fail to understand and the jews ensure that will remain misunderstood is that the NS is for all Races, Black, White, Chinese etc. This is because the NS is how Nature in herself is appointing things and following this route of living is healthy and Truthful. One will never grasp the whole Truth behind Nazism if they are not open. All people from all Races have to act to educate others and let the ‘inferiority’ crap aside. These distractions serve to steer the hate of people onto the White Race [The one they are trying to destroy now, then others will follow if they succeed and we will all be enslaved] and also make sure the NS will not emerge again.
Those who are Truly educated in History, see readily how Germany was in fact. Not Racist. They were separationist, not Racist. Jesse Owens was treated with extreme respect while in Germany. People of all Races tried to apply the Nazi ideology after the war in their countries and most of them got assassinated by the communist monkeys. NS is for all Races, so all Races can grow great and follow their natural purpose. This natural purpose is something one must open up to understand.

All must uplift their Races and help in re-shaping separation so your own Race can grow exceptional and making both themselves and their future offspring something far greater than we are.

The NS as well as Satanism, focus at the same time fully on the person- but we work for a greatest purpose. People need to see beyond themselves and see the Godmen of their Race and fight to create this. People who live only for themselves do not have such power, given they are not challenged enough. We need to bring about a New Satanic and healthy age, where all people are where they belong and there is no jewish insanity.

The jews were and have always been the racial supremacists. As they blame Satan of being the evil one, they swing THEIR OWN Racial supremacy hatred onto the White Race as well as the NS ideology.

The jews hate you and see you as inferior, not the Gods and Nazis. HAIL SATAN!!!!!

A Forum Member [wrote]:

I would like to know more about Nazi Ideology. If anyone knows of a good website, I can read that would be helpful. I did a search on google but it's mostly all lies about the holohoax and hating other races. I will look a little harder on google and jootube and maybe I will find something. Thanks